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DR Modified Solutions for Rooms and Mobile Systems4 Pages Please note: Carestream HCIS is currently part of Philips. Please visit our Philips HCIS app page for more information. This archive page is available for information. Carestream Vue PACS provides one working space for clinical tools and applications
needed by physicians and radiologists for convenient local and remote reporting. Vue PACS Web support has integrated advanced visualization, 3D post processing, defeat management, dictation, critical results notification, and a mammography module that eliminates the need for specialized workstations. For
caregivers to work effectively, carestream's peak performance is critical. Doctors require instant search for images and data, zero downtime and systems that are easy to maintain with simple security updates. Clustering multiple balanced Carestream Vue PACS servers provides product managers with a fast, cost-
effective, highly accessible, and scalable solution in an environment where research is constantly increasing. Carestream is a platinum partner of Loadbalancer.org, a specialist in providing ultra-reliable, scalable medical imaging applications. In an industry where downtime saves lives, our extensive experience means
that we can develop unbreakable solutions to the unique challenges of corporate imagery. Enterprise R20 is Carestream's preferred solution to make its customers' systems highly accessible. GENEVA, Sweets., September 15? National Services Scotland (NSS) has launched a major PACS renewal programme to
strengthen its successful relationship with Carestream Health with the signing of the Control Change Notice (CCN) to the current contract between the two organisations. The new agreement will see Carestream upgrade and migration PACS across the country of 34 hospitals, replacing all equipment with new WinTel
platforms configured with the latest CARESTREAM Vue PACS V11software and new compression, storage and retention plans implemented in the National Archives. Carestream completed the initial installation of PACS nationwide in 2009, and the upgrade is scheduled to be completed in November 2013. Scotland is a
true national solution that covers all types of hospitals including city, district, rural and highlands and islands. It remains the largest and only country to widespread PACS anywhere in the world. The V11 PACS will allow faster treatment for our more urgent cases as doctors will be able to access images of other sites
directly, said Alan Fleming, PACS project manager at NHS National Services Scotland. Global Lists, tunneling and streaming and push are additional features in PACS V11 that have extensive clinical support as a development. Finally, the V11 PACS has a strong financial component for NHS Scotland, allowing the
development of sophisticated models for management and retention in the archives. THE latest CARESTREAM Vue PACS V11 architecture delivers significant improvements in information sharing by consolidating data into a global workflow with a global work list. All authorized users have the ability to view on demand
the entire patient visualization history from anywhere in Scotland, no matter where they were depicted. Images are intelligently streaming and tunneling through the fastest route available, speeding up the access and distribution of images and related information. The modernization of the National Archives will enable the
implementation of new compression, storage and retention plans in line with the latest recommendations of the Royal College of Radiologists, which will significantly reduce storage and operating costs. It seems only yesterday that we are completing the installation and roll out of the NSS Scotland PACS programme, but
here we are embarking on this huge and challenging modernisation programme, said Charlie McCaffrey, Cluster Leader of Northern Europe and Managing Director, Carestream Healthcare UK. Many large IT programs are often criticized for the real or perceived lack of a program to update or develop software. This can
lead to frustration among users, aging and outdated front ends and overall software fragmentation. It is clear that the SNB Scotland PACS programme is an exception to this rule. About Carestream Health Carestream Health is a global provider of dental and medical imaging and IT health solutions; Molecular imaging
systems for life science research and drug detection/development; X-ray film and digital X-ray systems for non-destructive tests; and cutting-edge materials for the markets for precision films and electronics. For more information about the company's extensive product, solutions and services portfolio, please contact your
Carestream Health representative or visit www.carestream.com. DR Modified Solutions for Rooms and Mobile Systems4 Pages Please note: Carestream HCIS is currently part of Philips. Please visit our Philips HCIS app page for more information. This archive page is available for information. Carestream Vue PACS
provides one working space for clinical tools and applications needed by physicians and radiologists for convenient local and remote reporting. Vue PACS Web support has integrated advanced visualization, 3D post processing, defeat management, dictation, critical results notification, and a mammography module that
eliminates the need for specialized workstations. For the effective work of caregivers, the peak Carestream applications. Doctors require instant search for images and data, zero downtime and systems that are easy to maintain with simple security updates. Clustering multiple balanced Carestream Vue PACS servers
provides product managers with a fast, fast, a highly accessible and scalable solution in an environment where research is constantly increasing. Carestream is a platinum partner of Loadbalancer.org, a specialist in providing ultra-reliable, scalable medical imaging applications. In an industry where downtime saves lives,
our extensive experience means that we can develop unbreakable solutions to the unique challenges of corporate imagery. Enterprise R20 is Carestream's preferred solution to make its customers' systems highly accessible. GENEVA, Sweets., September 15? National Services Scotland (NSS) has launched a major
PACS renewal programme to strengthen its successful relationship with Carestream Health with the signing of the Control Change Notice (CCN) to the current contract between the two organisations. The new agreement will see Carestream upgrade and migration PACS across the country of 34 hospitals, replacing all
equipment with new WinTel platforms configured with the latest CARESTREAM Vue PACS V11software and new compression, storage and retention plans implemented in the National Archives. Carestream completed the initial installation of PACS nationwide in 2009, and the upgrade is scheduled to be completed in
November 2013. Scotland is a true national solution that covers all types of hospitals including city, district, rural and highlands and islands. It remains the largest and only country to widespread PACS anywhere in the world. The V11 PACS will allow faster treatment for our more urgent cases as doctors will be able to
access images of other sites directly, said Alan Fleming, PACS project manager at NHS National Services Scotland. Global work lists, tunneling and streaming and push are additional features in PACS V11 that have extensive clinical support as a development. Finally, the V11 PACS has a strong financial component for
NHS Scotland, allowing the development of sophisticated models for storage management and retention in the archive. THE latest CARESTREAM Vue PACS V11 architecture delivers significant improvements in information sharing by consolidating data into a global workflow with a global work list. All authorized users
have the ability to view on demand the entire patient visualization history from anywhere in Scotland, no matter where they were depicted. Images are intelligently streaming and tunneling through the fastest route available, speeding up the access and distribution of images and related information. The modernization of
the National Archives will enable the implementation of new compression, storage and retention plans in line with the latest recommendations of the Royal College of Radiologists, which will significantly reduce storage and operating costs. It seems only yesterday that we are completing and roll out the NSS Scotland
PACS program but here here embarking on this huge and complex modernization program, said Charlie McCaffrey, Cluster Leader of Northern Europe and Managing Director, Carestream Healthcare UK. Many large IT programs are often criticized for the real or perceived lack of a program to update or develop software.
This can lead to frustration among users, aging and outdated front ends and overall software fragmentation. It is clear that the SNB Scotland PACS programme is an exception to this rule. About Carestream Health Carestream Health is a global provider of dental and medical imaging and IT health solutions; Molecular
imaging systems for life science research and drug detection/development; X-ray film and digital X-ray systems for non-destructive tests; and cutting-edge materials for the markets for precision films and electronics. For more information about the company's extensive product, solutions and services portfolio, please
contact your Carestream Health representative or visit www.carestream.com. GENEVA, Sweets., September 15? National Services Scotland (NSS) has launched a major PACS renewal programme to strengthen its successful relationship with Carestream Health with the signing of the Control Change Notice (CCN) to the
current contract between the two organisations. The new agreement will see Carestream upgrade and migration PACS across the country of 34 hospitals, replacing all equipment with new WinTel platforms configured with the latest CARESTREAM Vue PACS V11software and new compression, storage and retention
plans implemented in the National Archives. Carestream completed the initial installation of PACS nationwide in 2009, and the upgrade is scheduled to be completed in November 2013. Scotland is a true national solution that covers all types of hospitals including city, district, rural and highlands and islands. It remains
the largest and only country to widespread PACS anywhere in the world. The V11 PACS will allow faster treatment for our more urgent cases as doctors will be able to access images of other sites directly, said Alan Fleming, PACS project manager at NHS National Services Scotland. Global work lists, tunneling and
streaming and push are additional features in PACS V11 that have extensive clinical support as a development. Finally, the V11 PACS has a strong financial component for NHS Scotland, allowing the development of sophisticated models for storage management and retention in the archive. THE latest CARESTREAM
Vue PACS V11 architecture delivers significant improvements in information sharing by consolidating data into a global workflow with a global work list. All authorized users have the ability to On demand the whole history of patient imaging from anywhere in Scotland, no matter where they were depicted. Images
streaming and tunneling the fastest routes available, speeding up the access and distribution of images and related information.      The modernization of the National Archives will enable the implementation of new compression, storage and retention plans in line with the latest recommendations of the Royal College of
Radiologists, which will significantly reduce storage and operating costs.      It seems only yesterday that we are completing the installation and roll out of the NSS Scotland PACS programme, but here we are embarking on this huge and challenging modernisation programme, said Charlie McCaffrey, Cluster Leader of
Northern Europe and Managing Director, Carestream Healthcare UK. Many large IT programs are often criticized for the real or perceived lack of a program to update or develop software. This can lead to frustration among users, aging and outdated front ends and overall software fragmentation. It is clear that the SNB
Scotland PACS programme is an exception to this rule.     About Carestream Health Carestream Health is a global provider of dental and medical imaging and IT health solutions; Molecular imaging systems for life science research and drug detection/development; X-ray film and digital X-ray systems for non-destructive
tests; and cutting-edge materials for the markets for precision films and electronics.   For more information about the company's extensive product, solutions and services portfolio, please contact your Carestream Health representative or visit www.carestream.com. www.carestream.com. carestream vue pacs user
manual
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